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A modern interpretation of the hygiene hypothesis proposes the so-called “old friends” to trigger tolerogenic responses through
innate receptors of dendritic cells (DC). Tolerogenic DCs would drive regulatory T-cell polarization through induction of old-
friend-specific Treg. In the tissues of the gut that are besieged by our old friends, these cells are held to produce a continuous
bystander regulation. However, such local bystander regulation in the gut may be difficult to reconcile with suppression of
responses to airway allergens or autoimmune antigens present in distant body tissues. Alternatively, the regulatory Tregs may
be triggered through recognition of stress proteins or heat shock proteins (HSP). Microbial HSP are immunodominant and
evolutionary conserved with homologs present in mammalian cells. Microbial HSP are now known to induce Tregs that cross-
recognize mammalian HSP. In addition, microbial exposures, both friendly and nonfriendly, cause cell stress and, consequently,
HSP upregulation in host cells. Also such upregulated HSP can activate HSP-specific Tregs that target the upregulated HSP at
sites of inflammatory stress wherever in our body. Under inflammatory conditions, cell stress-associated HSP are abundant and
therefore easy targets for cognate T-cell interactions. Herewith, they provide a molecular basis for the hygiene hypothesis.

1. Basic Hygiene Hypothesis: Atopic Diseases

The hygiene hypothesis was originally put forward by
Strachan [1] and it was meant to provide an explanatory
interpretation of the rising prevalence of atopic diseases
in Western countries. While hay fever had been already
suggested being a so-called “postindustrial revolution epi-
demic” [2], Strachan analyzed household sizes in relation
to childhood eczema and hay fever. The declining family
size in combination with hygiene-based reduction of cross-
infections in young families was suggested to explain the rise
of these atopic conditions [1].

The immunological basis of the hygiene hypothesis was
sought in the balance of the Th1/Th2 counteracting T-
cell subpopulations [3]. Whereas Th1 cells produce proin-
flammatory cytokines, Th2 cells, also called true helper

cells inducing antibody responses in B cells, are known to
produce atopy-associated cytokines IL5 and IL13 and to
provide the help for IgE producing B cells. It is known
that the immature immune system of the newborn features
a Th2 dominance, which gradually shifts to a more bal-
anced Th1/Th2 equilibrium probably under the influence of
microbial exposures. The assumption in the original hygiene
hypothesis was that the reduced microbial exposure led to a
lasting Th2 dominance, preparing the grounds for an atopic
constitution.

2. Modern Hygiene Hypothesis:
Immune Disorders

Besides the rising prevalence ofatopic conditions in Western
countries, also other immune disorders have shown such
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rises over recent decades. Type I diabetes mellitus in chil-
dren has become very prevalent, especially in Scandinavian
countries. Also other diseases, such as multiple sclerosis and
inflammatory bowel diseases, have increased [4]. Develop-
ments in the immunological understanding of T-cell regula-
tion and in particular the characterization of the regulatory T
cell (Treg) has led to a broader interpretation of the hygiene
hypothesis, which now tends to comprise all manifestations
of immune dysregulation. There is good evidence that Tregs
are always implicated in infection and inflammation, and
therefore it is possible that the development or tuning of
Treg activities depends on microbial exposures, herewith
widening the impact of hygiene from atopy to immune
dysregulation more in general.

3. Microbial Exposures That Impact Immune
Balance: The “Old Friends” Idea

By now there has been produced a vast epidemiological
literature on attempts to analyze infection or other micro-
bial exposures in relation to allergies and other immune
disorders. Inevitably, this has yielded conflicting findings
and it has led to widely debated controversies. Nonetheless,
at this moment there is no better explanation for the
impressive rise in immune-associated disease prevalence
than the hygiene theory. As stated by Strachan, more recently,
the hygiene hypothesis remains a credible but nonspecific
explanation for observed variations over time, place, and
person at risk for developing atopic allergic disorders. More
prospective studies are needed to unravel which infectious
agents exert a protective effect and time period of importance
for sensitization. The clinical implications of these advances
in understanding the etiology of atopic allergic disorders
are currently limited [5]. Despite the fact that clinical
implication can be currently limited, the hygiene hypothesis
aroused much interest and debate as it tended to affect
health in a broad sense. Hygiene was held to produce
widely prevalent nasty conditions such as allergies and its
severe consequences such as asthma. In addition, it produced
chronic severely debilitating and even lethal conditions such
as diabetes, RA, and MS.

One of the issues here is vaccination. Currently vaccines
are widely used in healthy individuals mostly at a young age.
The purpose of vaccination is, in most cases, the prevention
of childhood diseases. As a consequence, many studies of
hygiene levels and allergies or autoimmunity have focused
on these childhood diseases and childhood vaccination
campaigns. Despite minor trends that were reported in some
studies, the overall outcome of such studies showed that
there are no specific effects of particular childhood vaccines
on immune disorder prevalence, as summarized in Koppen
et al.’s study [6]. In addition, possibly with exception of
hepatitis A virus infections [7], no firm epidemiological
evidence was found for an inverse relationship between
childhood infectious diseases and allergies or other immune
disorders.

If childhood infectious diseases for which we have vac-
cines are not critical determinants in the hygiene problem,

what other source of microbial exposures could possibly play
their role? Household hygiene has been studied and was
found not to have measurable impact [8]. For body hygiene,
as far as it was studied, again no measurable effects were
reported. Interestingly, however, as discussed by Whitlock
and Feelish [9] and Rook [10], we can be almost sure that
modern soaps and detergents have modified our skin flora
by eliminating ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, resulting in a
neutropenic skin. Given the fundamental role of NO in
immunoregulation, this could have affected our immune
system.

Graham Rook has reasoned from an evolutionary point
of view [10]. Any organism that has been consistently present
for a significant part of mammalian evolution might have
“written into” the mammalian genome. In other words,
our environmental exposure to such organisms must have
led to a “Darwinian” adaptation of our evolving immune
system. There are good reasons to believe that the contrived
absences of these so-called “old friends” must be implicated
in the negative effects of improved hygiene that we start
to see nowadays. Examples of such old friends could well
be saprophytic mycobacteria, multiple helminths, some gut
microbiota, hepatitis A virus, Helicobacter pylori, Salmonella,
Toxoplasma, and fermenting lactobacilli. Our “old friends”
are microorganisms associated with farms, untreated water
supplies, cowsheds, pets, fermented foods, and have been
part of the human microbiological environment for mil-
lennia. Such “domestic” commensals are, however, mostly
depleted in the westernized environment [3].

There is a vast array of literature on the immun-
oregulation-inducing effects of helminths. Some clinician-
investigators have started to exploit helminths such as
Trichinella suis for the immunological intervention in
chronic inflammatory diseases. Summers et al. has pioneered
the use of oral live Trichinella in patients with inflamma-
tory bowel diseases, and also more recently allergies [11].
Pritchard et al. have started to test hookworm (Necator amer-
icanus) in phase I clinical trials in allergic rhinoconjunctivitis
and have plans to move to MS and IBD [12, 13]. Also
live mycobacteria in the form of BCG have shown their
immunomodulatory diabetes inhibiting effects not only in
models of type I diabetes [14] but also recently in humans
[15].

4. The Immune Mechanisms of
the Hypothesis Revisited

Since the original balance in the adaptive immune system
at the level of Th1 and Th2 T cells was proposed as the
critical factor in the immune system leading to raised allergy
proneness, scientific advances were made with discoveries
in the innate arm of the immune system. The significance
of the innate immune system became especially clear when
dendritic cells (DCs) and Toll-like receptors (TLRs) were
surfacing as the major constituent cells and receptors of the
innate immune system. The functional characterization of
DCs and their various subsets led to the realization that DCs
were not only perfect scavengers and presenters for antigens,
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but, in addition to this, critical regulators of the ensuing
adaptive immune responses. TLRs turned out to contribute
to the tuning of DC activity by their intrinsic capacity
to discriminate between distinct invading microorganisms.
Reasoning along the lines of the “old friends” idea, it makes
a perfect sense that TLR signaling by commensals and
some specific “old friends” lead to production of tolerogenic
or regulatory DCs. Organisms recognized as harmless by
the innate immune system for instance through pattern-
recognition receptors, such as CARD15 and TLR-2, cause
DCs to mature into regulatory DC that drive regulatory
T-cell polarization. Examples of environmental organisms
that trigger regulation are the following. Mycobacterium
vaccae induces a population of pulmonary CD11c+ cells
with regulatory potential [16]. Bilharzia worms trigger TLR2
producing regulatory DC which activates IL10 producing
T cells [17]. Probiotic bacteria induce IL10 producing Treg
through DC-SIGN-mediated DC modulation [18]. And
finally, Lipoteichoic acid (LTA) produced by commensal
staphylococci of the skin have been seen to inhibit inflam-
matory cytokine production by keratinocytes through a TLR-
dependent mechanism [19].

Some of these old-friend-induced DCs will recognize
the “old friends” themselves and so provide a continuous
background bystander regulation. This would work only at
the local level, in the vicinity of our old friends. Regulatory
DCs, however, might also process and present epitopes from
self-antigens, from allergens and from gut content (antigens,
bacterial DNA motifs, microbial heat shock proteins) and so
drive specific immunoregulation of a more systemic nature
[3].

5. Deficient Immunoregulation and Disease

Preliminary data from animal models of autoimmunity and
from patients suggest that there is a link between defective
Treg cell activity and disease. In patients with multiple
sclerosis, putative Treg cells have been demonstrated in
peripheral blood, but their capacity to suppress potentially
disease-causing effector T cells is impaired [20]. In healthy
individuals, T cells directed against a disease-relevant islet
cell autoantigen were reported to show a regulatory phe-
notype; however, in patients with type I diabetes these T
cells were proinflammatory [21]. Individuals with an allergic
predisposition have deficient Treg cell activity [22, 23].

A recent review of Tregs in human autoimmunity has
very nicely summarized the difficult challenge of demon-
strating global defects in Treg of individuals diagnosed
with autoimmune diseases [24]. In summary, decreased
frequencies of Treg were consistently found in SLE, whereas
functional deficiencies of Treg were seen in MS and type
I diabetes mellitus. In contrast, studies in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis have demonstrated that functionally
active Treg cells are present in peripheral blood and the
synovial compartment during active disease [23, 25]. The
possible defect in RA could be in the inflammatory effector
cells of the synovial cell compartment that are relatively
resistant to the suppressive effect of Tregs [26]. Altogether,

these data could be used to suggest that those disorders that
involve defective Treg cell activity are increasing in incidence
in Western societies [3].

6. Heat Shock Proteins and the Cellular
Stress Response

Stress proteins or heat shock proteins (HSP) are
evolutionary-conserved proteins present in every
prokaryotic or eukaryotic cell. Their main function is
to protect cells and proteins from stress-induced forms
of protein damage, including damage resulting from
inflammation. The discovery of mycobacterial HSP60 being
a critical antigen in the model of adjuvant arthritis [27]
has led to studies that showed the immunodominance
of microbial HSP60 and the potential of the microbial
HSP induced repertoire of antibodies and T cells to cross-
recognize the self-HSP homologues of stressed cells. Since
then, the research in the immunology of stress proteins
started to comprise a widening spectrum of topics with
potential medical relevance [28]. Interestingly, since stress
proteins have their activities in both innate and adaptive
immunities, they are key elements in the cross-roads between
both arms of the immune system. The inducible nature of
HSP is particularly evident in infection. Many features
of inflammation, such as production of inflammatory
mediators, cytokines such as TNFα and IL1, cell debris,
reactive oxygen intermediates, and raised temperature are
perfect inducers of heat shock protein expression. In fact,
raised temperature due to fever and inflammation are
key components of virtually all immune responses. The
effects of raised temperature in the form of experimental
hyperthermia on HSP expression, and its facilitation of
many distinct forms of specific immunity, has been the
subject of many studies already [29].

Being intracellular proteins, HSP do load MHC class I
molecules, and induction of HSP-specific class I restricted
CTL responses have been documented in many different
situations of cell stress. One of the first observations was
made with CTL raised against mycobacterial HSP65, as
these CD8+ class I restricted T cells recognised macrophages
subjected to various forms of cell stress. This was a first
demonstration of the fact that HSP are processed in stressed
host cells and can be presented in the context of class I
molecules [30]. Besides class I, also class II molecules are
loaded with HSP peptides. In fact, HSP70 peptides were
prominently represented in the RP-HPLC profile of the
content of class II molecules of a human lymphoblastoid cell
line [31].

It is of interest to note that the loading of MHCII by
intracellular stress proteins occurs especially proficient in
cells under stress. In this case the routing of the intracellular
cargo into the MHCII compartment is organized through
autophagy [32]. Autophagy consists of a collection of
intracellular routing pathways and essential homeostatic
maneuvers by which cells break down their own components.
Perhaps a primordial function of this lysosomal degradation
pathway is adaptation to various forms of stress such as
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nutrient deprivation. In addition, in complex multicellular
organisms, these pathways or autophagy proteins orchestrate
diverse aspects of cellular and organismal responses to
dangerous stimuli such as infection [33]. Some HSP70 family
members are directly involved with one of the molecular
machineries that take care of autophagy, such as the so-called
chaperone-mediated autophagy [34]. This may well explain
why fragments of HSP70 have been found to dominate the
MHCII ligandome of both human and mouse cells [35, 36],
especially under conditions of cellular stress.

Also for microbes, stress leads to upregulation of their
stress proteins. Interestingly enough, prokaryotic cell-surface
expression of stress proteins has been documented [37].
Microbes, be it safe commensals or deadly pathogens, when
entering tissues or cells of their hosts, will experience stress
which leads to an immediate upregulation of stress proteins.

6.1. HSP Immune Responses and Lack of Self-Tolerance.
Besides their immunodominance as microbial antigens, self-
HSP, when (over) expressed as self-antigens by cells or
tissues, are also frequently targets of immune responses. And
this may well be a peculiar feature of HSP, especially because
immune responses to this self-antigen mostly are not asso-
ciated with pathogenic autoimmunity. Healthy individuals
have a broad repertoire of T and B cells with specificity
for mammalian or self-HSP. Self-HSP-specific immunity has
been seen to exist in mice, rats, humans and other species
studied so far. Apparently, for T cells thymic selection ensures
the selection of a repertoire of cells with cognate receptors
that can recognize such proteins, despite the fact that they
are omnipresent in almost every cell of our body.

The mechanism of the lack of negative selection for
self-HSP is unclear. A low level of constitutive expression
or a restricted tissue representation would be an obvious
explanation. However, in the normal thymus HSPs are
relatively abundantly expressed in the medullary epithelium
[38–40] and yet fail to induce tolerance by negative selection.
And also the transgenic overexpression of mouse HSP60 in
the thymic cortical epithelium and bone-marrow-derived
cells of NOD mice, through the mouse class II Eα promoter,
did not eliminate T-cell responses to a panel of self-HSP60
peptides, although an epitope shift with disease suppressing
potential was noted [39]. Possibly, a peculiar subcellular
localization characteristic for HSPs creates a threshold effect,
somehow allowing for an efficient expansion of cells with low
affinity receptors that thereby escape deletion.

Whatever the mechanisms behind this lack of tolerance
may be, it needs to be compensated efficiently by immune
regulation in the periphery in order to control self-HS-
specific immunity. And indeed, as we will discuss later,
immune regulatory mechanisms have been shown to be
a prominent feature of HSP-specific immune responses.
And here we seem to have arrived at one of the most
intriguing aspects of immunity for HSPs. Their evolutionary
conservation, their omnipresence in cells and tissues, and
their inducible nature seem to have made HSP into very
dependable self-antigens for the immune system to target
regulation. For the same reason Cohen has mentioned HSP

as prime examples of his so-called homuncular antigens [41].
And along similar lines of reasoning, the findings that HSP
such as HSP90 are part of a subset of highly conserved and
immunodominant self-antigens that are target for natural
autoantibodies in normal human IgG also indicate that
HSP may be essential for selection of natural B- and T-cell
repertoires and for the maintenance of self-tolerance [42].

7. The Immunoregulatory Effects of
Stress Proteins

We obtained initial evidence for a role of HSP in autoimmu-
nity when working with the adjuvant arthritis model. This
model was coincidentally discovered by Pearson in the 1950s,
when he immunized rats using heat killed mycobacteria in oil
as an adjuvant [43]. On the basis of the histology of affected
joints, adjuvant arthritis was characterized as a model for
chronic rheumatoid arthritis in humans and its nature as
a T-cell-mediated autoimmune condition was established
through the successful transfer of disease into naı̈ve recipient
rats with T cells obtained from diseased animals. These trans-
fer studies were refined later by Holoshitz et al. when they
succeeded in transferring disease into irradiated Lewis rats
with a T-cell clone, called A2b, obtained from mycobacteria
immunized animals and having specificity for an unknown
M. tuberculosis antigen [44].

7.1. Mycobacterial HSP60 Discovered as a Critical Antigen
in Adjuvant Arthritis. The exact nature of the arthrito-
genic mycobacterial antigen was discovered when we tested
a 60 kDa recombinant mycobacterial antigen, obtained
through molecular cloning by van Embden. T cell A2b
showed a vigorous proliferative response in the presence of
this antigen, which even exceeded the level of responsiveness
towards its original antigen, crude mycobacteria [27]. Analy-
sis of the gene sequence coding for this antigen revealed its
nature: it was a member of the HSP60 family of bacterial
heat shock proteins. This finding of a conserved bacterial
HSP as the antigen for arthritis producing T cells in the
adjuvant arthritis model triggered a wide search for HSP
immune reactivity in other disease models and in human
autoimmune diseases. For obvious reasons, these studies
were initiated with the idea that self-HSPs were possibly
the long-sought autoantigens with a broad significance to
autoimmunity in general. And, indeed, autoreactivity to
HSP has been found in almost every human autoimmune
condition studied, as we will discuss later. The actual disease
causing T-cell epitope of A2b in mycobacterial HSP60, the
sequence 180–188 of mycobacterial HSP60, was however not
conserved. And, as therefore expected, disease producing T
cell A2b did not respond to rat HSP60. Thus, the T cell that
had defined HSP as an antigen critical to disease did not have
the self-homologous HSP as a target autoantigen [27].

In addition to this, despite the fact that HSP60 was the
mycobacterial antigen that stimulated the arthritis producing
capacity of T cell A2b in adjuvant arthritis, when the
mycobacterial HSP60 molecule was isolated from the context
of the entire mycobacterium and used to immunize, no
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disease developed. Interestingly however, immunization was
seen to lead to resistance to subsequent disease induction
instead [27]. This was also found in a similar model in
Lewis rats, where disease was induced with a fully synthetic
nonantigenic compound known as avridine or CP20961
and which does not contain any microbial constituents [45,
46]. And herewith, it became clear that unexpectedly the
protective effect of mycobacterial HSP60 in adjuvant arthritis
was not dependent on antigenic relationships between the
disease inducing and the protective antigen.

7.2. HSP Induce Protection in Mouse and Rat Arthritis Models.
Subsequent experiments carried out in various experimen-
tal models have now further substantiated the arthritis
inhibitory effect of mycobacterial HSP60 immunisation. This
was the case for streptococcal cell wall induced arthritis in
rats [47], adjuvant arthritis in rats [45], pristane induced
arthritis in mice [48] and to some extend collagen induced
arthritis in rats [46]. Ragno et al. have shown the protective
effect of mycobacterial HSP60 as a naked DNA vaccine in
adjuvant arthritis [49].

Several studies now also have shown the protective
effects of mycobacterial HSP60-derived peptides in adjuvant
arthritis [50–52]. Besides nasal administration of peptide,
oral administration of mycobacterial HSP60 has been suc-
cessful [53]. Studies on the potential of repetitive oral
administration of mycobacterial HSP60 to suppress adjuvant
arthritis, have revealed that in the presence of soy-been
trypsin inhibitor, very low dosages of HSP60 (30 μgr) can
suppress disease. The oral administration, by gastric gavage,
was also effectively suppressing disease, when the procedure
was started at the time of already clinically overt disease
[54]. In the absence of soy-been trypsin inhibitor the disease
suppressive effect could be potentiated by coadministering
orally the beta2-adrenergic agonist salbutamol [55]. Also
other HSP family members were tested and found to inhibit
experimental arthritis. In rat adjuvant arthritis this was
done with HSP10, and the protective effect was seen for
mycobacterial HSP10 and not for the E. coli HSP 10 (GroES)
or the rat HSP10 [56]. For mycobacterial HSP70, disease
prevention by prior HSP immunization was seen in rat
adjuvant arthritis, avridine arthritis, and to a lower extent
collagen II arthritis [46, 57]. Recently, we also have seen
preventive effects in a mouse (Balb/c) model of aggrecan-
induced model using preimmunisation with mycobacterial
HSP70 in DDA as an adjuvant [58].

In an elegant study, Tanaka et al. showed that Lis-
teria monocytogenes infections in Lewis rats activated T
cells directed against the HSP70 234–252 sequence, con-
served between mycobacterial and Listeria HSP70. The T
cells responding to this peptide suppressed inflammatory
responses against listerial infection and produced IL10.
The findings made were compatible with a scenario where
T cells recognizing this HSP70 epitope were involved in
terminating Th1-mediated excessive inflammation after “the
battle against L. monocytogenes has been won.” The same
(mycobacterial) HSP70 peptide upon immunization pre-
vented the development of adjuvant arthritis and this effect

was inhibited by the administration of anti-IL10 antibodies
[59].

Wendling defined several other T-cell epitopes in
mycobacterial HSP70 in Lewis rats. One of these peptides,
HSP70 111–125, was found to stimulate production of IL10
in responding T cells. Upon nasal administration, the 111–
125 peptide was found to prevent the subsequent induction
of adjuvant arthritis [60].

7.3. Microbial HSP and Disease Suppression in Nonarthritic
Inflammatory Disease Models. In NOD diabetes the effects
of mycobacterial HSP60 have been found to vary with the
manner of their administration [61]. In PBS, mycobacterial
HSP60 was found to inhibit disease development and in IFA
it induced more rapid diabetes. The spontaneous onset of
beta cell destruction went together with the development of
antimycobacterial HSP60 T cells, the release of self-HSP60
in the blood and the subsequent production of anti-HSP60
antibodies. These studies have led to a further analysis
of the mouse HSP60 and especially the p277 peptide of
HSP60 in NOD diabetes [62]. These studies have led to
a recent very successful phase III clinical trial in type I
diabetes with the peptide called DiaPep277. HSP60 peptide
DiaPep277 showed immunomodulatory effects in diabetes
type I patients leading to a reduced need for insulin
suppletion in these patients [63]. From the analysis in NOD
mice it seems that HSP60 may have a unique function in beta
cells and in the destructive process of type I diabetes [64].

In agreement with this were our findings that in NOD
and in genetically protected NOD-asp mice, the development
of insulitis was characterised by the in vivo priming of
mycobacterial or human HSP60 responsive T cells that
produced IL10 upon in vitro restimulation with HSP60. This
was not seen in control mice without developing insulitis.
Apparently, expression of endogenous HSP60 in insulitis
was associated with the regulation of insulitis [65]. When
administered at a high dose, also the nonmicrobial HSP gp96
was found to suppress diabetes in NOD mice [66].

Other studies have indicated that, intracellularly, HSP
may play a role in protecting beta cells. For HSP70 a role
as a molecule involved in cellular repair in diabetes was
postulated, when it was shown that (heat stress) induction of
endogenous HSP70 in islets was impaired in diabetes prone
BB rats at a young age but also at the older diabetes sensitive
age [67].

Ample attention was given to the possible role of
microbial HSP60 in atherosclerosis. Initially, HSP60 was seen
as antigen with a disease initiating or perpetuating role.
This was based on evidence in humans that the presence
of antibodies to Chlamydia HSP60 was associated with
developing atherosclerosis and that in rabbits immunizations
with mycobacterial HSP60-induced disease [68–71]. In a
recent study the presence of autoreactive HSP60-specific T
cells in early human atherosclerotic lesions was documented
[72]. Now, however, various studies have shown the potential
of microbial HSPs to suppress disease. Maron et al. showed
in atherosclerosis prone LDL receptor knockout mice, which
were fed with high-cholesterol diet, that nasal administration
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of mycobacterial HSP60 caused a decrease of atherosclerotic
plaques in the aortic arch [73]. The reduction of the size of
the plaques was accompanied by a reduction of macrophage-
positive areas and increased expression of IL10 in the
plaques. In the experimental model, Harats et al. studied oral
tolerance induced with mycobacterial HSP60. In this case
early atherosclerosis was attenuated and the effect seemed
mediated by IL4 [74]. Very similar results were obtained by
Van Puijvelde et al. in a model of atherosclerosis in LDL
receptor knockout mice on a high-cholesterol diet, where a
collar is placed around the carotis artery. In this model low
dose oral mycobacterial HSP60 caused a dramatic drop in the
size of plaques developed. A very similar effect was seen after
the oral administration of a mycobacterial HSP60-derived
peptide that comprised a previously mapped T-cell epitope,
indicating that the effect on plaque sizes was T-cell mediated
[75].

The critical role of inflammation in atherosclerosis is now
widely accepted. Apart from oxidized LDL, microbial HSP60
is now one of the major antigens known to be implicated
in the inflammatory process of atherosclerosis. Having such
an antigen, vaccination against atherosclerosis may have
become an appealing option [76].

8. Mechanisms of Immunoregulatory
T-Cell Induction

As for other antigen-specific immune responses, adaptive
immune responses to HSP will depend for both their initia-
tion and the development of particular effector mechanisms,
on the signals provided by the innate immune system
[77]. Given the variety of cells involved in innate immune
responses and the variety of innate HSP receptors discovered
so far [78], one may conclude that innate responses to
HSP exist and prepare the ground for finely tuned adaptive
responses to these ubiquitous proteins. In other words,
likely enough the quality of the adaptive response will be
determined by the circumstances, as noticed by the elements
of the innate immune system.

In the literature many studies have reported and empha-
sized the proinflammatory effect of heat shock proteins.
Some of the experimental findings however were based
on in vitro effects obtained with recombinant proteins
contaminated with LPS or other bacterial compounds. By
Henderson et al. this issue has been discussed and it was
concluded that in some cases proinflammatory effects of HSP
must be real [79]. Nonetheless, in a recent review we have
discussed the issue again and we argued that the default
reactivity triggered by heat shock proteins is regulation,
despite the sometimes observed proinflammatory effects of
HSP [80].

Relevant in this case, TLR2 and TLR4 signalling is
associated with not only production of Th1 cytokines in DC,
but also the induction of IL10 [81, 82]. Chlamydia HSP60
has been shown to induce IFNγ and IL10 in lymphocytes
obtained from women that have experienced Chlamydia
infections [83]. Also the heat shock response in cells has
been noted to produce LPS-induced IL10 production and

to suppress LPS induced IL12 production [84]. This latter
finding is in accordance with the suggestion that IL10 is
in fact a stress cytokine produced not only in response to
microbial pathogens but also to cellular injuries of diverse
origin [85].

The connection between TLR triggering and induction
or expansion of regulatory T cells has been elucidated in
a diverse set of experimental approaches. TLR4 turned out
to be present on Treg and triggering through LPS produced
expansion of Treg [86]. By others, the TLR2 ligand Pam3Cys,
but not LPS (TLR4) or CpG (TLR9), was found to directly act
on purified Tregs in a MyD88-dependent fashion. Moreover,
when combined with TCR stimulation, TLR2 triggering
augmented Treg proliferation in vitro and in vivo and resulted
in a temporal loss of the suppressive Treg phenotype in
vitro by directly affecting Tregs [87]. A similar finding was
made for TLR2 and the Treg suppressive function enhancing
effect of mammalian HSP60 [88]. The peptide DiaPep277
used in the recently so successful phase III clinical trial in
type I diabetes was also known to interact with TLR2 [63].
In a murine skin transplant model mycobacterial HSP70
was found to produce regulatory T cells which prolonged
skin graft survival, mediated through the inhibition of DC
maturation [89, 90].

8.1. Microbial HSP Trigger Self-HSP Cross-Reactive Regulatory
T-Cell Responses. Anderton has analysed the protection
in the Lewis rat adjuvant arthritis model that resulted
from immunization with mycobacterial HSP60 [27]. He
tested lymphocytes obtained from such protected rats and
monitored T-cell responses to an overlapping set of 15-
mer peptides spanning the complete mycobacterial HSP60
sequence. Nine distinct dominant T-cell epitopes were
discovered. In extensive adoptive transfer studies, using T-
cell lines generated to all epitopes, he discovered that only
T cells directed to a very conserved 256–265 sequence
transferred protection into naı̈ve animals [50]. The latter T
cells were shown to recognize the tissue or rat HSP60 homol-
ogous peptides and also heat shocked autologous spleen
cells. Furthermore, active immunization with the conserved
mycobacterial peptide protected against the induction of
both mycobacteria-induced adjuvant arthritis and avridine-
induced arthritis. All other peptides encomprizing Lewis rat
HSP60 T-cell epitopes failed to produce such protection. In
other words, of all epitopes analysed, only the epitope that
was conserved to the extent that it induced self-HSP cross-
reactive T cells was able to fully protect.

This mechanism of mycobacterial HSP60 mediated
suppression of arthritis through a conserved microbial
HSP sequence, has been reproduced very similarly for
mycobacterial HSP70 by others [51, 59] and ourselves [60].
Also, in these latter cases T cells recognizing the very
conserved mycobacterial HSP70 peptides were found to
produce protection, and the other nonconserved peptides
were not. The mechanisms of HSP-induced T-cell regulation
was already reviewed in Van Eden et al. [91].
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9. Tregs Induced by Cellular Stress Proteins

As mentioned above, fragments of stress proteins, such as
HSP70 family members, are frequent and relatively abundant
in the MHCII ligandome of cells and stressed cells in
particular. This means that HSP epitopes are well represented
on cells poised for presenting their internal cargo to T cells.

Regulatory T cells are for their function dependent
on triggering through their TcR. This means that Tregs
work in an antigen-specific manner. The obvious question
then is, which antigens are target for Tregs. In the case
of autoimmune diseases, autoantigens could possibly serve
as targets for such antigen-specific Tregs. However, it is
questionable whether the typical autoantigens associated
with autoimmune diseases are sufficiently abundant to serve
as targets in this case. In general we may assume that in
polyclonal populations of Tregs a great diversity of TcRs
will be represented and that only a minor fraction of
these Tregs will have a TcR with specificity for one of the
autoantigens that is present. In other words, for a functional
Treg mediated suppression we may assume that only very
abundant self-antigens may serve as targets for Treg mediated
suppression [92]. Evidently, stress proteins are abundant
self-antigens, which are omnipresent and recognized by
cells of the immune system on a regular basis. Whenever
stress is imposed on cells of our body, the full spectrum of
stress proteins will become upregulated and preferentially
uploaded in MHC and exposed for T-cell recognition.

That such exposed stress protein fragments may be
targeted by Treg was demonstrated recently by Van Herwi-
jnen et al. [36]. A conserved mycobacterial HSP70 peptide
was found to have the capacity to induce a very potent
regulatory T-cell response. Due to its conservation, various
self-homologs with amino acid sequences almost identical
with B29 were identified in the mammalian HSP70 family
members. Interestingly, the mammalian B29 homologs were
also found to be present in human HLA-DR4 molecules
obtained from stressed B cells [35]. Following immunization
with this HSP70 peptide, which is called B29, responding
spleen lymphocytes were selected by cell sorting for regula-
tory T cells on the basis of CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ expression.
By adoptive transfer of these sorted Tregs we found that
these cells had a remarkable capacity to suppress disease. The
latter was shown in an experimental model of autoimmunity,
proteoglycan induced arthritis. By the in vitro restimulation
of the B29 induced Treg with the mammalian homolog’s, the
upregulation of Treg-associated activation markers was seen,
indicating that indeed the mammalian homologs were in vivo
targets of these Tregs.

In summary, we have identified peptide B29 as an
evolutionary conserved Hsp70 epitope with homologues
abundantly present in human and mouse MHC class II
molecules. T cells recognizing B29 and these homologues
were found to be strongly disease suppressive and charac-
terized by CD25+Foxp3+LAG3+ expression. Exceptionally
low numbers of these cells, up to as few as 4000 cells, were
capable of preventing induction of disease and of suppressing
already established disease. These cells were long-lived and
found to reside in the joints and draining lymph nodes. In

vivo depletion of disease suppressive Tregs, using an antibody
that recognized a congenic marker on the transferred T cells,
resulted in disease flare-up [36].

10. Cell Stress, Heat Shock Proteins, and the
Molecular Basis of the Hygiene Hypothesis

In mechanistic terms, the immunological basis of the
hygiene hypothesis shifted from a Th1/Th2 disbalance and
to deficient Treg activity. As discussed above, such deficient
tuning of Treg would explain a rising prevalence of not only
allergy but also autoimmune diseases.

It is known that Tregs can be triggered in the wake
of infection. As a matter of fact, innate TLR triggering by
several microbial PAMPs is proposed to prepare grounds
for expanding Treg populations. In part this may be due
to the presence of TLRs on Treg, as it has been shown
for example for TLR4, explaining the expansion of Tregs
by LPS stimulation [86]. In the case of Pam3Cys, TLR2
triggering also led to expansion of Treg [87]. TLR2 triggering
by the yeast zymosan can prepare DCs for the induction of a
regulatory T-cell response [93]. The question in this case of
infection, is what to expect from such expanded Tregs. Most
likely, the antigen specificity of these Treg populations is
related to the particular infecting microorganisms and not to
allergens or autoantigens. And if so, infection may contribute
to Treg expansions but it remains to be understood how such
Tregs could possibly impact the diseases implicated in the
hygiene hypothesis.

A unifying possibility would be the stress proteins
upregulated at sites of infection. At the site of infection,
the mediators of inflammation will cause stress at the level
of invading infectious organisms and host cells at the same
time. Given their exceptionally high levels of evolutionary
conservation, the responding T cells will become confronted
with a mixture of conserved HSP-derived peptide sequences
from both exogenous and endogenous origins.

When this leads to the triggering and expansion of
HSP specific Tregs, we have boosted a response in T cells
that may display memory characteristics in case of renewed
contact with stress proteins. In other words, these Tregs may
effectively suppress the inflammation produced by allergy
and autoimmunity.

Therefore, the locally enhanced expression levels of
HSP, both from microbial and self-origins, may lead to a
concerted and selective uploading of MHC molecules with
HSP epitopes and subsequent triggering of HSP-specific T
cell—Treg in this case—triggering. Besides this, a further
expansion of such Treg populations may stem from the
triggering of TLRs such as demonstrated for TLR2 and
HSP60 [88].

Contact between immune system and the exogenous
microbial world is maximal at the level of mucosal sites
of the body, and the gut in particular. Therefore, hygiene
hypothesis relevant interactions do occur most likely in the
gut mucosal tissues. For helminths, Salmonella, helicobacter,
Hepatitis A virus, and commensal flora, this is self-evident
anyway. Rakoff-Nahoum et al. have already described the
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TLR dependent interactions of gut epithelial cells with the
microbiota. The upregulated HSP70 in gut epithelial cells
was TLR and commensal flora-dependent and turned out to
protect the gut from experimental IBDs [94].

In addition, for probiotic bacteria, such as Lactobacillus
GG (LGG-CM), the capacity to induce heat shock proteins
in intestinal epithelial cells has been shown [95]. By inducing
the expression of cytoprotective HSPs in gut epithelial cells,
and by activating signal transduction pathways, some peptide
product(s) secreted by LGG were found to produce such
effects.

The localization of hygiene hypothesis relevant microbe
host interactions in the gut has most likely added value, given
the relative ease with which regulatory T-cell induction may
take place in the gut.

On the other hand, the nature of the antigens involved,
may well be decisive in determining whether or not the
Treg induced may act locally or systemically. When old
friend antigens are targets for the Tregs that are produced,
the subsequent bystander suppression may regulate in a
rather local manner. However, when HSP are targets of
the Treg, then the same Treg populations will be able to
regulate wherever in the body cognate interactions with
inflammation upregulated HSP are possible (see Figure 1).

The hygiene hypothesis finds its basis in the assumption
that relevant microbial exposures have been eliminated
through hygiene measures. Such measures may have led to
the elimination of many old friends, including some of a
truly harmless nature. Nonetheless, the hygiene measures
were taken with the purpose of reducing harmful and
debilitating infectious diseases, which also included old
friends such as helminths. Despite our longlasting, almost
symbiotic, relationship with the latter creatures we choose
to get rid of these gut inhabitants for good reasons. Without
any doubt, this approach has been successful. Hygiene may
have curtailed infectious diseases to even a greater extent
than vaccines did. In addition we got rid of some of our not
truly harmless friends. The common denominator of friendly
and nonfriendly microbial invaders is the stress response
that they induce in host cells located at their ports of entry.
Expression of stress proteins is always induced and cognate
interactions with stress protein-specific cells of the innate
and adaptive immune system will occur. With the recent
discovery of HSP being targeted by functionally effective
Tregs, HSP may have a central role in the molecular basis of
the hygiene hypothesis.

11. Strategies to Counterbalance the Negative
Immunological Effects of Improved Hygiene

What solutions do we have to counteract the possibly
growing problem of decreasing immune triggering? Is there
a way to provide the right stimuli to our immune system in
order to improve balance and control? To quote Bach on this:
“There is a certain irony in the fact that we must now search
for new ways to reproduce the infectious diseases against
which we have fighting with great success over the past
three decades. The challenge is an important one because

of the high morbidity of allergic and autoimmune diseases”
[4]. Should we reintroduce worms and mites in order to
have healthy people in Western countries becoming infected
again, thus providing a natural boost for their T cells,
including Tregs? The obvious answer here is no!

A better and safer approach may be found in the further
development of vaccines. Live attenuated or inactivated
adjuvanted vaccines do create inflammatory responses which
produce local cellular stress at the injection sites. However,
our modern vaccines are more and more selected for being
without the side effects of local pain and indurations. In
other words, current and future vaccines tend to be devoid
of substances that trigger cell stress and therefore tend to
loose the immunological effects that are typical for natural
infections.

The search for novel adjuvants that trigger receptors of
the innate immune system may bring new possibilities for
triggering relevant responses that include the activation of
Tregs.

In addition to this, vaccines specifically designed to coun-
terinflammatory diseases may be the solution. Immunother-
apeutic approaches using HSP based vaccines have proved to
be successful already in autoimmune inflammatory diseases,
such as diabetes type I and arthritis [63, 96]. Provided the
results of further clinical trials obtained in active inflamma-
tory diseases will remain positive, prophylactic approaches
may become a reality, leading to truly preventive vaccines
to counter the inflammatory diseases and allergies stemming
from deficient natural immune triggering.

Finally, another attractive solution may be found in
food. It is known that regular food constituents contain
substances that induce stress responses in cells. One of the
characteristics of the cellular stress response is its declining
activity with ageing. In aged individuals the heat shock
factor (HSF) mediated upregulation of HSPs becomes more
and more impaired leading to protein folding diseases and
most likely also inflammatory diseases of elderly individuals.
In a search for food associated compounds which have
compensating activity for the reduced stress response, we
discovered carvacrol as a superb HSP coinducing moiety.
Carvacrol is one of the main essential oils of Oregano species
and acted on stressed cells by enhancing the expression of
HSP70 only in the presence of other classical stressors, such
as heat or arsenic.

When administered into mice by gastric gavage, carvacrol
was found to coinduce HSP70 expression in the gut draining
lymph nodes. At the same time influx of Foxp3+ CD25+ Treg
was observed. When attempts were made to induce arthritis
in these mice with proteoglycan injections, no arthritis was
found. In adoptive transfer studies, selected CD4+ T-cell
populations were collected from oral carvacrol treated mice,
and transferred into naı̈ve recipients. The transferred T cells
fully prevented the induction of proteoglycan arthritis in the
latter recipients [97].

Given the fact that the concern about the increasing
prevalence’s of chronic autoimmune inflammatory diseases
and allergies in the Western countries is increasing and that
easy solutions are not available or around the corner, the
finding that a food component can boost the protective
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Figure 1: “Old friends” induced local bystander regulation in the gut is difficult to reconcile with suppression of responses to airway allergens
or autoimmune antigens present in distant body tissues. Microbial invasion will lead to local inflammatory stress and Tregs may become
induced specific for microbial antigens and for heat shock proteins expressed under influence of cellular stress. While microbe-specific Tregs
will produce local bystander suppression in the vicinity of the invasive organisms, HSP specific Treg will be able to find targets for suppression
wherever inflammatory stress occurs in the body. Herewith, with HSP as a molecular basis of the hygiene hypothesis, infection-induced HSP
upregulation may correlate inversely with immune inflammatory disorders.

cellular response to stress and that the immune system trans-
forms such information into regulation and suppression of
inflammation seems exciting. What we eat can upregulate
immune regulatory T cells and downregulate disease.

Healthy food is a current and modern theme. Also
because of a growing epidemic of obesity and metabolic
syndromes in Western countries. Therefore, the interest in
the exploration of food constituents for their metabolic and
immunological effects will grow with great pace. In this light,
better understanding of the mechanisms that are key to the
functioning of our immune system, may turn out to be
essential. As argued above, the role of a fundamental and
archetypical cellular event such as stress and its sequelae,
should not be overlooked in this.
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